
WATER BAG
PENCIL

EXPERIMENT 

Boosh Play @
Home Program

Some activities to get you through whats
hopefully left of lockdown or some ideas to
do with friends as you're allowed to spend
time with them again. We'd love to see
photos or get feedback on anyone getting
involved with these activities. 

Science

CATEGORY EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

Ziplock Bags
Skewers/Pencils

Water

Pushing skewers or pencils
through a zip lock bag and

understanding the science of it

Art Paper
Pencil/Texta

An easy art activity to get into and 
 play with 3D visuals.

Origami Paper
Scissors

Absolute highlight of the program in
my opinion, Andrew has put

together these instructional vids for
doing his famous origami from the
comfort of your own lounge room.

Creative Absolutely
anything

Making self potraits or small
versions of yourself out of

household items or anything you
can find around the neighbourhood

ACTIVITY

3D HANDS

SELF POTRAITS

CLAWS



 Fill up a large ziplock bag with water 
 Get the kids to take turns pushing skewers through the bag 
 Tell them to see how many they can get through till the bag leaks 

Location: Outside 

Equipment:
-Large plastic ziplock bag 
-Skewers 
-Water 
-Tub to catch water in 
-Jug 

Method: 
1.
2.
3.

Explanation: No water spills out of the holes because ziploc bags are made of a polymer.
When you poke the sharp pencil into the plastic the pencil point slides in between the chain 
of molecules that make up the polymer. The molecule chains "hug" the pencil, making a seal
around the pencil that won't let the water out
                                                                                                                        

Water Bag Pencil



 Draw a faint outline of a hand
 Draw straight lines on either side of the hand across the page
 Within the hand connect the lines with a curved line that stays consistent throughout the
hand.

Activity: 3D hand drawing

Location: Inside Space

Equipment:
-Textas/pencils/paints
-Hands
-Paper

Method:
1.
2.
3.

3D Hands



https://youtu.be/3h8yzC8uTcE
It's that simple, hit the link and Andrew will do the rest

Origami Claws

https://youtu.be/3h8yzC8uTcE


Self Potrait
Feeling inspired by

spoonsville or other
neighborhood creative

projects? Here's one anyone
can do.

It's an open-ended creative
project to make a drawing or

creation of yourself or a
made-up character. Send us

any photos or share them
with your friends and

neighbors. 


